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Measurement of polarized light provides a direct probe of magnetic fields in collimated 37 
outflows (jets) of relativistic plasma from accreting stellar-mass black holes at cosmological 38 
distances. These outflows power brief and intense flashes of prompt gamma-rays known as 39 
Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs), followed by longer-lived afterglow radiation detected across 40 
the electromagnetic spectrum. Rapid-response polarimetric observations of newly 41 
discovered GRBs have probed the initial afterglow phase1-3. Linear polarization degrees as 42 
high as Π∼30% are detected minutes after the end of the prompt GRB emission, consistent 43 
with a stable, globally ordered magnetic field permeating the jet at large distances from the 44 
central source3. In contrast, optical4-6 and gamma-ray7-9 observations during the prompt 45 
phase led to discordant and often controversial10-12 results, and no definitive conclusions 46 
on the origin of the prompt radiation or the configuration of the magnetic field could be 47 
derived. Here we report the detection of linear polarization of a prompt optical flash that 48 
accompanied the extremely energetic and long-lived prompt gamma-ray emission from 49 
GRB 160625B. Our measurements probe the structure of the magnetic field at an early 50 
stage of the GRB jet, closer to the central source, and show that the prompt GRB phase is 51 
produced via fast cooling synchrotron radiation in a large-scale magnetic field advected 52 
from the central black hole and distorted from dissipation processes within the jet.  53 
On 25 June 2016 at 22:40:16.28 Universal Time (UT), the Gamma-Ray Burst Monitor (GBM) 54 
aboard NASA’s Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope discovered GRB 160625B as a short- lived 55 
(∼1 s) pulse of γ-ray radiation (G1 in Fig. 1). An automatic localization was rapidly distributed 56 
by the spacecraft allowing wide-field optical facilities to start follow-up observations. Three 57 
minutes after the first alert, at 22:43:24.82 UT (hereafter T0), the Large Area Telescope (LAT) 58 
aboard Fermi triggered on another bright and longer lasting (∼30 s) pulse (G2 in Fig. 1) visible 59 
up to GeV energies13. A rapid increase in brightness was simultaneously observed at optical 60 
wavelengths (Fig. 1). The optical light rose by a factor of 100 in a few seconds reaching its peak 61 
at T0+5.9 s with an observed visual magnitude of 7.9. After a second fainter peak at T0+15.9 s, 62 
the optical light is seen to steadily decline. During this phase the MASTER14-IAC telescope 63 
simultaneously observed the optical counterpart in two orthogonal polaroids starting at T0+95 s 64 
and ending at T0+360 s. A detection of a polarized signal with this instrumental configuration 65 
provides a lower bound to the true degree of linear polarization, ΠL,min= (I2 − I1) / (I1 + I2) where 66 
I1 and I2 refer to the source intensity in each filter. Significant levels of linear polarization of up 67 
to ΠL,min=8.0±0.5% were detected compared with values <2% for other nearby objects with 68 
similar brightness (Fig. 2). Over this time interval a weak tail of gamma-ray emission is visible 69 
until the onset of a third longer lived episode of prompt gamma-ray radiation (G3), starting at 70 
T0+337 s and ending at T0+630 s.  71 
In the standard GRB model15,16, after the jet is launched dissipation processes within the ultra-72 
relativistic flow produce a prompt flash of radiation, mostly visible in gamma-rays. Later, the jet 73 
outermost layers interact with the surrounding medium and two shocks develop, one propagating 74 
outward into the external medium (forward shock) and the other one traveling backward into the 75 
jet (reverse shock). These shocks heat up the ambient electrons, which emit, via synchrotron 76 
emission, a broadband afterglow radiation. At very early time (∼T0+10 s) the observed optical 77 
flux from GRB 160625B is orders of magnitude brighter than the extrapolated prompt emission 78 
component (Fig. 3), suggesting that optical and gamma-ray emission originate from different 79 
physical locations in the flow. A plausible interpretation is that the early (∼T0+10 s) optical 80 
emission arises from a strong reverse shock, although internal dissipation processes are also 81 
possible (see Methods). A general prediction of the reverse shock model17 is that, after reaching 82 
its peak, the optical flash should decay as a smooth power-law with slope of -2. However, in our 83 
case, the optical light curve is more complex: its temporal decay is described by a series of 84 
power-law segments with slopes between -0.3 and -1.8. The shallower decay could be in part 85 
explained by the ejection of a range of Lorentz factors, as the blastwave is refreshed by the 86 
arrival of the slower moving ejecta18. However, this would require ad-hoc choices of the Lorentz 87 
factor distribution in order to explain each different power-law segment and does not account for 88 
the observed temporal evolution of the polarization. Our observations are more naturally 89 
explained by including a second component of emission in the optical range, which dominates 90 
for T>T0+300 s. Our broadband spectral analysis (see Methods) rules out a significant 91 
contribution from the forward shock, whose emission is negligible at this time (fFS<1 mJy). 92 
Instead, the prompt optical component makes a substantial contribution (>40%) to the observed 93 
optical light (Fig. 3).  94 
The only other case of a time-resolved polarimetric study3 showed that the properties of the 95 
reverse shock remain roughly constant in time. Our measurements hint at a different temporal 96 
trend. The fractional polarization appears stable over the first three exposures, and changes with 97 
high significance (99.9996%) in the last temporal bin (Fig. 2). Based on our broadband dataset 98 
we can confidently rule out geometric effects as the cause of the observed change. If the 99 
observer’s line of sight intercepts the jet edges, it would cause a steeper decay of the optical flux 100 
and is also not consistent with the detection of an achromatic jet-break at much later times 101 
(Extended Data Figure 1). The temporal correlation between the gamma-ray flux and the 102 
fractional polarization (Fig. 2) and the significant contribution of the prompt component to the 103 
optical emission (Fig. 3) suggest that the gamma-ray and optical photons are co-located and that 104 
the observed variation in ΠL,min is connected to the renewed jet activity. Thus our last observation 105 
detected the linear optical polarization of the prompt emission, directly probing the jet properties 106 
at the smaller radius from where prompt optical and gamma-ray emissions originate.  107 
Three main emission mechanisms are commonly invoked to explain the prompt GRB phase, and 108 
all three of them can in principle lead to a significant level of polarization. Inverse Compton (IC) 109 
scattering and photospheric emission could lead to non-zero polarization only if the spherical 110 
symmetry of the emitting patch is broken by the jet edges. However, as explained above, an off-111 
axis model is not consistent with our dataset. Furthermore, an IC origin of the observed prompt 112 
phase would imply a prominent high-energy (>1 GeV) component, in contrast with the 113 
observations19. The most plausible source of the observed photons is synchrotron radiation from 114 
a population of fast cooling electrons moving in strong magnetic fields. This can account for the 115 
low-energy spectral slope α~–1.5 (see Methods) and the high degree of polarization. An 116 
analogous conclusion, based on different observational evidence, was reached by an independent 117 
work on this burst19.  118 
If the magnetic field is produced by local instabilities in the shock front, the polarized radiation 119 
would come from a number of independent patches with different field orientations. This model 120 
does not reproduce well our data. It predicts erratic fluctuations of the polarization angle and a 121 
maximum level of polarization20,21 ΠMAX≈Πsyn/√N≈2-3% where Πsyn∼70% is the intrinsic 122 
polarization of the synchrotron radiation22, and N≈1,000 is the number of magnetic patches23. 123 
Our observations are instead easily accommodated by a large-scale magnetic field advected from 124 
the central source. Recent claims of a variable polarization angle during the prompt γ-ray 125 
emission hinted, although not unambiguously, at a similar configuration9.  126 
This model21,24 can explain the stable polarization measurements, the high degree of polarization, 127 
and its rapid change simultaneous with the onset of the new prompt episode. In this model the 128 
magnetic field is predominantly toroidal, and the polarization angle is constant. If relativistic 129 
aberration is taken into account24, the polarization degree can be as high as ≈50%. In this case 130 
the probability of measuring a polarization as low as ΠL,min~8% is approximately 10% (see 131 
Methods). It appears more likely that the actual polarization degree is lower than the maximum 132 
possible value and closer to our measurement, suggesting that the large-scale magnetic field 133 
might be significantly distorted by internal collisions25,26 or kink instabilities27 at smaller radii 134 
before the reconnection process produces bright gamma-rays.  135 
Our results suggest that GRB outflows might be launched as Poynting flux dominated jets whose 136 
magnetic energy is rapidly dissipated close to the source, after which they propagate as hot 137 
baryonic jets with a relic magnetic field. A large-scale magnetic field is therefore a generic 138 
property of GRB jets and the production of a bright optical flash depends on how jet instabilities 139 
develop near the source and their efficiency in magnetic suppression. The dissipation of the 140 
primordial magnetic field at the internal radius, as observed for GRB 160625B, is critical for the 141 
efficient acceleration of particles to the highest (>1020 eV) energies25,28. However, the ordered 142 
superluminal component at the origin of the observed polarization and the relatively high 143 
magnetization (σ~0.1; see Methods) of the ejecta might hinder particle acceleration through 144 
shocks28, thus suggesting that either GRBs are not sources of ultra high-energy cosmic-rays as 145 
bright as previously thought or that other acceleration mechanisms29 need to be considered.  146 
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Figure 1: Prompt gamma-ray and optical light curves of GRB160625B. 221 
The gamma-ray light curve (black; 10-250 keV) consists of three main episodes: a short 222 
precursor (G1), a bright main burst (G2), and a fainter and longer lasting tail of emission (G3). 223 
Optical data from the MASTER Net telescopes and other ground-based facilities19 are overlaid 224 
for comparison. Error bars are 1 σ, upper limits are 3 σ. The red box marks the time interval over 225 
which polarimetric measurements were carried out. Within the sample of nearly 2,000 bursts 226 
detected by the GBM, only 6 other events have a comparable duration. The majority of GRBs 227 
ends before the start of polarimetric observations.  228 
 229 
 230 
 231 
 232 
 233 
 234 
Figure 2: Temporal evolution of the optical polarization measured for GRB 160625B.    235 
The minimum polarization, measured in four different temporal bins (red squares), remains fairly 236 
constant over the first three exposures, then increases by 60% during the last observation. At the 237 
same time an evident increase in the gamma-ray count rates (gray shaded area; 5 s time bins) 238 
marks the onset of the third episode of prompt emission (G3). The spectral shape and fast 239 
temporal variability observed during G3 are typical of the GRB prompt emission. For 240 
comparison, we also report simultaneous polarimetric measurements of the three brightest stars 241 
in the MASTER-IAC field of view. Error bars are 1 σ.  242 
 243 
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 248 
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 250 
 251 
Figure 3: Broadband spectra of the prompt phase in GRB 160625B.  252 
Spectra are shown for the two main episodes of prompt emission, labeled as G2 and G3. Error 253 
bars are 1 σ. The gamma-ray spectra were modeled with a smoothly broken power-law (solid 254 
line). The 1 σ uncertainty in the best fit model is shown by the shaded area. The diamonds 255 
indicate the average optical flux (corrected for Galactic extinction) observed during the same 256 
time intervals. The extrapolated contribution of the prompt gamma-ray component to the optical 257 
band is non negligible during G3 and constitutes >40% of the observed emission.  258 
 259 
 260 
 261 
Methods 262 
MASTER Observations 263 
The MASTER-IAC telescope, located at Teide Observatory (Tenerife, Spain), responded to the 264 
first GBM alert and started observing the field with its very wide field camera at T0-133 s. 265 
Observations were performed with a constant integration time of 5 s and ended at T0+350 s. The 266 
MASTER II telescope responded to the LAT alert13 and observed the GRB position between 267 
T0+65 s and T0+360 s. The resulting light curves are shown in Fig. 1. Polarimetric observations 268 
started at T0+95 s in response to the LAT trigger. However, due to a software glitch, they were 269 
scheduled as a series of tiled exposures covering a larger area. This caused the telescope to slew 270 
away from the burst true position at T0+360 s. A total of four useful exposures were collected 271 
(Extended Data Table 1). Data were reduced in a standard fashion5,14. The two synchronous 272 
frames used to measure the polarization were mutually calibrated so that the average polarization 273 
for comparison stars is zero. This procedure removes the effects of interstellar polarization. The 274 
significance of the polarimetric measurements was assessed through Monte Carlo simulations. 275 
Extended Data Figure 2 shows the resulting distribution of polarization values and significances.  276 
Swift Observations 277 
Swift observations span the period from T0+9.6 ks to T0+48 days. XRT data were collected in 278 
Photon Counting (PC) mode for a total net exposure of 134 ks. The optical afterglow was 279 
monitored with the UVOT in the u, v, and w1 filters for 10 days after the burst, after which it fell 280 
below the UVOT detection threshold. Subsequent observations were performed using the UVOT 281 
filter of the day. Swift data were processed using the Swift software package within HEASOFT 282 
v6.19. We used the latest release of the XRT and UVOT Calibration Database and followed 283 
standard data reduction procedures. Aperture photometry on the UVOT images was performed 284 
using a circular region of radius 2.5′′ centered on the afterglow position. When necessary, 285 
adjacent exposures were co-added in order to increase the signal. We adopted the standard 286 
photometric zero points in the Swift UVOT calibration database30.  The resulting Swift light 287 
curves are shown in Extended Data Figure 1.  288 
RATIR Observations 289 
RATIR obtained simultaneous multi-color (riZYJH) imaging of GRB160625B starting at T0+8 290 
hrs and monitored the afterglow for the following 50 days until it fell below its detection 291 
threshold. RATIR data were reduced and analyzed using standard astronomy algorithms. 292 
Aperture photometry was performed with SExtractor31 and the resulting instrumental magnitudes 293 
were compared to Pan-STARRS132 in the optical and 2MASS33 in the NIR to derive the image 294 
zero points. Our final optical and infrared photometry is shown in Extended Data Figure 1.  295 
Radio observations 296 
Radio observations were carried out with the Australian Telescope Compact Array (ATCA; PI: 297 
Troja) and the Jansky Very Large Array (VLA; PI: Cenko). The ATCA radio observations were 298 
carried out on June 30th 2016 (T0+4.5d) at the center frequencies of 5.5, 7.5, 38 and 40 GHz, on 299 
July 11th 2016 (T0+15.7d) at the center frequencies of 18, 20, 38 and 40 GHz and on July 24th 300 
2016 (T0+28.6 d) at the center frequencies of 8, 10, 18 and 20 GHz. For all epochs the frequency 301 
bandwidth was 2 GHz and the array configuration was H75. The standard calibrator PKS 1934-302 
638 was observed to obtain the absolute flux density scale. The phase calibrators were PKS 303 
2022+031 for 5.5-10 GHz observations and PKS 2059+034 for 18-40 GHz observations. The 304 
data were flagged, calibrated and imaged with standard procedures in the data reduction package 305 
MIRIAD34. Multi Frequency Synthesis images were formed at 6.5, 7.5, 9, 19 and 39 GHz. The 306 
target appeared point-like in all restored images.  307 
The VLA observed the afterglow at three different epochs: 2016 June 30, July 09, and July 27. In 308 
all of our observations we used J2049+1003 as the phase calibrator and 3C48 and the flux 309 
calibrator. The observations were undertaken at a central frequency of 6 GHz (C-band) and 22 310 
GHz (K-band) with a bandwidth of 4 GHz and 8 GHz, respectively. The data was calibrated 311 
using standard tools in the CASA software and then imaged with the clean task. The source was 312 
significantly detected in all three observations and in all bands. The radio afterglow light curve at 313 
10 GHz is shown in Extended Data Figure 1. 314 
Spectral properties of the prompt GRB phase 315 
GRB 160625B is characterized by three distinct episodes of prompt gamma-ray emission, 316 
separated by long periods of apparent quiescence (Fig. 1). A detailed spectral analysis of the first 317 
two episodes (G1 and G2) is presented elsewhere19, and shows that the first event G1 is well 318 
described by a thermal component with temperature kT ≈15 keV, while the second burst G2 is 319 
dominated by a non-thermal component peaking at energies Ep 500 keV and consistent with 320 
synchrotron emission in a decaying magnetic field35. Our spectral analysis focuses instead on the 321 
third event (G3).  322 
The time intervals for our analysis were selected based on the properties of the gamma-ray and 323 
optical light curves. GBM data were retrieved from the public archive and inspected using the 324 
standard RMFIT tool. The variable gamma-ray background in each energy channel was modeled 325 
by a series of polynomial functions. Spectra were binned in order to have at least 1 count per 326 
spectral bin and fit within XSPEC36 by minimizing the modified Cash statistics. We used a Band 327 
function37 to model the spectra, and fixed the high-energy index to β=-2.3 when the data could 328 
not constrain it. The best fit model was then extrapolated to lower energies in order to estimate 329 
the contribution of the prompt component at optical frequencies. During the main gamma-ray 330 
episode (G2), the observed optical emission is several orders of magnitude brighter than the 331 
extrapolation of the prompt component. In contrast, we found that the later prompt phase (G3) 332 
significantly contributes to the observed optical flux. This is rare but not unprecedented38-40: it 333 
has been shown that the majority of GRBs have an optical emission fainter than R = 15.5 mag 334 
when the gamma- ray emission is active, however a small fraction (≈5-20%) exhibit a bright 335 
(R≥14 mag) optical counterpart during the prompt phase41.  336 
As a further test we performed a joint time-resolved analysis of the optical and gamma-ray data 337 
during G3. The results are summarized in Extended Data Table 2. The derived broadband  338 
spectra are characterized by a low-energy photon index of –1.5, consistent with fast cooling 339 
(νc<νm) synchrotron radiation. Our analysis constrains the spectral peak at νm≈2×1019 Hz and, for  340 
typical conditions of internal dissipation models, the cooling frequency of the emitting electrons  341 
is νc ≈ 5 × 1012 (εB/0.1)−3/2 Hz << νopt << νm, where we adopted the standard assumption that the 342 
magnetic energy is a constant fraction εB of the internal energy generated in the prompt 343 
dissipation process. Since the synchrotron self-absorption might suppress the emission at low 344 
frequencies, we consider below whether it affects the optical band. A simple estimate of the 345 
maximal flux is given by a blackbody emission with the electron temperature kBT ≈ γemec2,  346 
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where ν∼5.5 ×1014 Hz is the observed frequency, z=1.406 the GRB redshift, γe ν1/2 the 348 
electron’s Lorentz factor, Γ the bulk Lorentz factor, DL≈3×1028 cm the luminosity distance and 349 
R⊥ the fireball size for the observer, which depends on the emission radius Re as R⊥∼Re/Γ. By 350 
imposing that the blackbody limit is larger than the observed optical flux Fν ∼ 90 mJy, we obtain 351 
a lower limit to the emission radius39:  352 
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where ∆T is the duration of the G3 burst, and Eγ,iso is the isotropic equivalent gamma-ray energy 354 
released over ∆T. The radius derived in Eq. 2 is within the acceptable range for internal 355 
dissipation models, in particular those invoking the dissipation of large-scale magnetic fields25, 29 356 
as suggested by our polarization measurements. For emission radii larger than Rmin the 357 
synchrotron self-absorption does not affect the optical emission, in agreement with our 358 
observations of a single power-law segment from optical to hard X-rays. These results lend 359 
further support to our conclusions.  360 
Origin of the Early Optical Emission 361 
One of the main features of GRB 160625B is its extremely bright optical emission during the 362 
prompt phase (Fig. 1). In the previous section we showed that, during G3, the data support a 363 
common origin for the optical and gamma-ray photons, consistent with a standard fast cooling 364 
synchrotron emission. Our analysis also showed that the same conclusion does not hold at earlier 365 
times. During the main burst (G2) the observed emission cannot be explained by a single spectral 366 
component (Fig. 3). A distinct physical origin for the optical and gamma-ray emissions is also 367 
suggested by the time lag between their light curves (Extended Data Figure 3).  368 
A plausible interpretation is that the bright optical flash is powered by the reverse shock, and is 369 
unrelated to the prompt gamma-ray emission during G2. In this framework our first three 370 
polarization measurements probe the fireball ejecta at the larger reverse shock radius, and only 371 
the fourth observation includes the significant contribution of the prompt phase. This model can 372 
consistently explain the early optical and radio observations, as shown in more detail in the 373 
following sections. However, in its basic form17, the reverse shock emission cannot explain the 374 
rapid rise and double-peaked structure of the optical light curve.  375 
A different possibility is that the early optical emission is produced by the same (or similar) 376 
mechanisms powering the prompt gamma-ray phase, which would naturally explain the initial  377 
sharp increase of the observed flux as well as its variability. One of the most popular hypotheses 378 
is that the optical and gamma-ray photons are produced by two different radiation mechanisms42: 379 
synchrotron for the optical and synchrotron self-Compton (SSC) for the gamma-rays. This model 380 
faces several problems, in particular the lack of temporal correlation between the low- and high- 381 
energy light curves, and the absence of a bright second order IC component. Another possibility 382 
is a two-components synchrotron radiation from internal shocks in a highly variable outflow43. 383 
This model predicts a weak high-energy emission and a delayed onset in the optical, consistent 384 
with the observations. However, it presents other limitations, such as an excessive energy budget 385 
and an unusually high variability of Lorentz factors.  386 
In a different set of models the optical and gamma-ray photons come from two distinct emitting 387 
zones within the flow. In the magnetic reconnection model44 a bright quasi-thermal component, 388 
emitted at the photospheric radius, peaks in the hard X-rays, while standard synchrotron 389 
emission from larger radii is observed in the optical. This can explain most of the properties of 390 
G2, but it does not reproduce well the observed spectral shape: the low-energy spectral slope 391 
measured during this interval19 is too shallow to be accounted for by the Rayleigh-Jeans tail of 392 
the thermal spectrum.  393 
The properties of G2 are best explained by models in which the optical and gamma-ray photons 394 
arise from synchrotron radiation at different lab times45 or in different emitting regions. These 395 
are for example late internal shocks from residual collisions46 or free neutron decay47. In this 396 
framework the steep decay phase observed after the second optical peak could be powered by 397 
delayed prompt emission from higher latitudes with respect to the observer’s line of sight. This 398 
case, in which all the polarization measurements probe the prompt emission mechanisms, only 399 
strengthens our finding that the prompt optical emission is inherently polarized.  400 
Polarization  401 
Synchrotron radiation is inherently highly polarized. For a power-law energy distribution of the 402 
emitting electrons dn / dEµE
– p( ) , the intrinsic linear polarization at low frequencies is 403 
Πsyn=9/13∼70%. If an ordered magnetic field permeates the GRB jet each emitting region 404 
generates the maximum polarization Πsyn. However, due to relativistic kinematic effects, the 405 
average polarization within  the Γ−1 field of view is smaller and here we assume ΠMAX≈50% 406 
for the regime νc < ν < νm.  407 
Since an observer can only see a small area around the line of sight due to the relativistic 408 
beaming, the magnetic field can be considered parallel within the visible area. Our measured 409 
value ΠL,min is related to the true degree of polarization as ΠL,min = ΠL cos 2θ where θ is the angle 410 
between the polarization direction and the x-axis of the reference system. For a random 411 
orientation of the observer, if ΠL≈ΠMAX the chance to detect a polarization lower than ΠL,min∼8% 412 
is small (∼10%). The observed values of ΠL,min suggest that the magnetic field is largely distorted 413 
even on small angular scales ∼1/Γ, but not completely tangled yet.  414 
As the detected optical light is a mixture of reverse shock and prompt emission, we now consider 415 
whether our polarization measurements require the magnetic field to be distorted in both the 416 
emitting regions. In our last polarimetric observation the prompt and reverse shock components 417 
contribute roughly equally to the observed light so that ΠL,min = (ΠL,rcos 2θr + ΠL,pcos 2θp) /2 ∼ 418 
8% where the subscripts refer to the prompt (p) and reverse shock (r) contributions. The first 419 
three observations are dominated by the reverse shock component and show a low but stable 420 
degree of polarization, ΠL,rcos 2θr ≈5%. By assuming that the reverse shock polarization remains 421 
constant during our last polarimetric exposure, as expected in the presence of a large-scale 422 
magnetic field3, we derive ΠL,pcos 2θp≈11%, well below the maximum possible value. Since in 423 
general θr≠θp the chance that our measurement is due to the instrumental set-up is ≤1%. Our data 424 
therefore suggest that the distortion of the magnetic field configuration happens in the early 425 
stages of the jet, at a radius comparable or smaller than the prompt emission radius.  426 
Broadband afterglow modeling 427 
Unless otherwise stated, all the quoted errors are 1 σ. The temporal evolution of the X-ray, 428 
optical and nIR afterglow is well described by simple power- law decays (F ∝ t−α) with slopes 429 
αX=1.22±0.06, αopt=0.945±0.005 and αIR= 0.866±0.008 until T0+14 d, when the flux is observed 430 
to rapidly decrease at all wavelengths with a temporal index αj=2.57±0.04.  431 
The X-ray spectrum is best fit by an absorbed power-law model with slope βX=0.92±0.06 and 432 
only marginal (2 σ) evidence for intrinsic absorption, NH,i=(1.6±0.8)×1021 cm−2, in addition to 433 
the galactic value NH=9.6×10
20 cm−2. A power-law fit performed on the optical/nIR data yields 434 
negligible intrinsic extinction and a slope βOIR=0.50±0.05 at T0+8 hrs, which progressively 435 
softens to 0.8±0.2 at T0+10 d. The low intrinsic extinction (EB−V < 0.06, 95% confidence level) 436 
shows that dust scattering has a negligible effect48 (<0.5%) on our measurements of polarization.  437 
Within the external shock model, the difference in temporal and spectral indices indicates that 438 
the X-ray and optical/IR emissions belong to two different synchrotron segments. A comparison 439 
with the standard closure relations shows that the observed values are consistent with the regime 440 
νm < νopt < νc < νX for p≈2.2. The color change of the optical/IR afterglow suggests that the 441 
cooling break decreases and progressively approaches the optical range. This feature is 442 
distinctive of a forward shock expanding into a medium with a homogeneous density profile49. 443 
However, the measured radio flux and spectral slope cannot be explained by the same 444 
mechanism, and require an additional component of emission, likely originated by a strong 445 
reverse shock re-heating the fireball ejecta as it propagates backward through the jet. This is also 446 
consistent with our observations of a bright optical flash at early times17. In order to test this 447 
hypothesis, we created seven different spectral energy distributions (SEDs) at different times, 448 
ranging from T0+0.4 d to T0+30 d, and modeled the broadband afterglow and its temporal 449 
evolution with a forward shock + reverse shock (FS + RS) model17,49. The best fit afterglow 450 
parameters are an isotropic-equivalent kinetic energy log EK,iso = 54.3
+0.17
-0.5, a low circumburst 451 
density log n = -4.0+1.7-1.1, and microphysical parameters log εe = -1.0+0.5-1.0 and log εB = -2.0±1.0. 452 
These results are consistent with the trend of a low density environment, and high radiative 453 
efficiency observed in other bright bursts50,51. Our data and best fit model are shown in Extended 454 
Data Figure 4.  455 
In this framework, the achromatic temporal break at T0+14 d is the result of the outflow 456 
geometry, collimated into a conical jet with a narrow opening angle θj =2.4+1.6-0.7 deg, This 457 
lessens the  energy budget by a factor θj2 and the resulting collimation corrected energy release 458 
∼6×1051 erg is within the range of other GRBs. The extreme luminosity of GRB160625B can be 459 
therefore explained, at least in part, by its outflow geometry as we are viewing the GRB down 460 
the core of a very narrow jet.  461 
The large flux ratio between the RS and FS at peak, fRS/fFS >5×10
3, implies a high magnetization 462 
parameter52,53 RB ≈ εB,RS /εB,FS > 100 (Γ/500)2 >> 1, and shows that the magnetic energy density 463 
within the fireball is larger than in the forward shock. From our broadband modeling we derived 464 
a best fit value of εB,FS≈0.01 with a 1 dex uncertainty, which allows us to estimate the ejecta 465 
magnetic content in the range σ≥0.1, where solutions with σ >1 would suppress the reverse shock 466 
emission and are therefore disfavored.  467 
 468 
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request. Data presented in Figure 1, and Extended Data Figure 1 are included with the 526 
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 535 
Extended Data Figure 1: Multi-wavelength light curves of GRB160625B and its afterglow.  536 
Different emission components shape the temporal evolution of GRB160625B. On timescales of 537 
seconds to minutes after the explosion, we observe bright prompt (solid lines) and reverse shock 538 
(dotted lines) components. On timescales of hours to weeks after the burst, emission from the 539 
forward shock (dashed lines) becomes the dominant component from X-rays down to radio 540 
energies. After ≈14 d, the afterglow emission rapidly falls off at all wavelengths. This 541 
phenomenon, known as jet-break, is caused by the beamed geometry of the outflow. Error bars 542 
are 1 σ, and upper limits are 3 σ.  Times are referred to the LAT trigger time T0. 543 
 544 
 545 
Extended Data Figure 2: Results of the Monte Carlo simulations.  546 
For each of the four polarization epochs we simulated and examined a large number of datasets 547 
with similar photometric properties and no intrinsic afterglow polarization.  a Results of 105 548 
simulations for the first epoch (95 s – 115 s) b Same as a but for the second epoch (144 s - 174 s) 549 
c Results of 106 simulations for the third epoch (186 s - 226 s) d Same as c but for the fourth 550 
epoch (300 s - 360 s). The observed value is shown by a vertical arrow. The probability of 551 
obtaining by chance a polarization measurement as high as the observed value is also reported.  552 
 553 
 554 
 555 
 556 
 557 
 558 
 559 
Extended Data Figure 3: A comparison of the early gamma-ray and optical emission 560 
measured for GRB 160625B 561 
a Gamma-ray light curves in the soft (50–300 keV) energy band. b Gamma-ray light curves in 562 
the hard (5–40 MeV) energy band. Optical data (blue circles) are arbitrarily rescaled. The 563 
squared points show the gamma-ray light curves rebinned by adopting the same time intervals of 564 
the optical observations. Times are referred to the LAT trigger time T0. 565 
 566 
 567 
 568 
 569 
 570 
Extended Data Figure 4: Afterglow spectral energy distributions of GRB 160625B.  571 
The afterglow evolution can be described by the combination of forward shock (dashed lines) 572 
and reverse shock (dotted lines) emission. The best fit model is shown by the solid lines. The 573 
peak flux of the forward shock component is ≈0.4 mJy, significantly lower than the optical flux 574 
measured at T < T0+350 s. This shows that the forward shock emission is negligible during the 575 
prompt phase. Error bars are 1 σ, and upper limits are 3 σ.  576 
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 582 
Extended Data Table 1: Polarimetry Results. 583 
 584 
 585 
 586 
Extended Data Table 2: Spectral properties of the prompt emission for GRB 160625B.  587 
 588 
The GRB prompt emission can be described by a smoothly broken power-law37 with low-energy 589 
index α, high-energy index β, and peak energy Ep. Errors are 1 σ, lower limits are at 95% 590 
confidence level. Given the high statistical quality of the G2 spectrum a 5% systematic error was 591 
added to the fit.  592 
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